






                                      TRANSFORMERS: A Time of Havoc





                           
Cybertron

          For the few left on the doomed mechanical planet, their last ditch effort to raise some sort of defence to the oncoming threat was very much in vain.There was nothing that could stop it, the power it commanded beyond anything that had even been seen in this galaxy. There was no eleventh-hour saviour, no technological breakthrough, no hope at all of survival. As the last of them readied a small planetary shield, the ground beneath them began to shake quite violently, knocking them over instantly, as well as destroying the fragile energy shield device they had so gallantly assembled.
           There was no point of even trying to get back on their feet. The energy force wave slowly impacted the ancient Cybertron, tearing into it like it was nothing with chunks of it flying off into space before being destroyed further by the wave. Some tried in vain to leave the surface via shuttles, but were vaporized. As it was being torn up, the planet’s power generators couldn’t take anymore of the stress, exploding outwards as the wave tore inwards, detonating what was left of the planet, it’s final debris being enveloped by it’s foe.
           The moons went much quickly, exploding under the power of the energy wave and almost instantly vaporizing. A ship that had managed to escape the surface of the second moon at the last moment was no match for the energy wave’s awesome power, being pulled into it with engines at full reverse. Just as soon as the destruction had begun, it was over. The system destroyed, the destructive wave continuing on slowly, laying waste to everything in it’s path as
it grew, no way to stop it.

Chaar Asteroid Belt

          The end was near, and they all knew it. The base just floated there amongst the asteroids, a sentinel that would stay on guard til the very end. The transformers still on board knew there was no going back, that they would more than likely face their untimely end. It was known for quite some time that a convergence of realms might lead to something like this happening. Contact with Cybetron had been lost a megacycle ago, as had most communication in the sector. Suddenly, the base began to shake softly. As the cycles ticked away, the shaking just got worse and worse, and the blackness of space began to become brighter and brighter.
           The shaking became worse, to the point where the Cybertronians left on board were tossed about like toys, the sound of loud creaking heard by all as the base’s defences fell and the metal that the structures were made from started to come apart. There was nothing they could do, despite the fact that some of them tried in vain to boost power to the shield. The energy wave soon enveloped most of the asteroid field, vaporizing them almost instantly. The base quickly followed, exploding and disintegrating into small particles, now nothing but clouds of space dust.
           The last remnants of planet Chaar now gone, the troubled world finally found something it never had in it’s existence - peace. Nothing but cosmic dust now, it’s long struggle was finally over, a world that never quite became much of anything before countless wars tore it apart. To the energy wave, it’s remnants were just another fragment of the galaxy to consume, a small insignificant part of a larger collective that would soon follow suit.

Omnicron

           He had travelled the known universe for many millions of years, but could not be prepared for the sight that was before him. A massive energy wave with power levels off the scales was bearing down on him, seemingly expanding in almost every direction. No matter how fast he went, the wave was gaining quickly. With little left in the ways of options, Omnicron could only think of one. He would transform and try to stop it by any means necessary. Coming to a halt and turning to face his aggressor, the planet sized being slowly transformed into his robot mode, forming a massive robot even larger than Unicron, a former protege of his that met his demise millenia earlier. 
          Focusing all his power as the wave arrived, he let loose a massive barrage of plasma energy through his optics, unleashing twin bolts that struck the wave, but had little or no effect. 
         ‘This cannot be....’ he thought to himself. 
          In a last ditch effort to do something, Omnicron again summoned all his power and began to focus it on the wave, but by now it was too late. The leading edge tore into his body, his optics shattering immediately, his armour crumbling. Transforming might save him, but there was no time left for him to do it. His immense arms were ripped off his body and exploded, followed by his left leg, before his torso exploded, hurling his disintegrating head spiraling off before it too was completely destroyed. In less than a few cycles, the ancient being of immense size and power was obliterated.

Veriterra

          What started a day earlier as a light show high in the sky was suddenly becoming something far worse. As she hurried home from the market, Miara couldn’t help but stop periodically and look up into the sky to see the light growing brighter and brighter, while the clouds moved in at the same time. Storms soon followed, and before she knew it, she was caught in the thunder and the rain, both becoming more violent as time passed. She decided to take refuge temporarily in an old barn that was on her way home. Just as she entered it, the ground began to shake, making her fall over into a pile of hay. 
          Getting back up slowly, she peeked out of the barn to see lightning striking everything, the sound so loud she was in a state of sheer panic. As she glanced towards the castle in the distance, the ground lurched suddenly with a quake so powerful it reduced the castle to rubble in a few short minutes. She didn’t bother trying to stand, it was impossible now. The weather wreaking havoc and the ground ripping apart, the energy wave was now entering the small planet’s atmosphere before striking the surface. Veriterra began to shred under the awesome power, mountains exploding, oceans evaporating instantly. The primitive societies could not comprehend what was happening, let alone compensate. Within a few more minutes, the planet tore itself apart under the wave’s pressure. 
           Debris floated outwards from where the planet used to be until they were absorbed by the energy wave, continuing it’s path of destruction across the galaxy, with no conceivable end in sight. This was a force that no one could stop, and no one had an answer to. The only thing guaranteed was more of the same: Pure destruction, nothing more, nothing less.

Earth

           Even one of the most prepared races were not ready for the mighty energy wave’s onslaught into their system. Their defences no match, their newest technology not a factor in determining the outcome of the event at hand. The wave laid waste to the outer planets in a short period of time before menacing through the asteroid belt, then destroying Mars in a massive explosion that could be seen easily from Earth. Millions scrambled to evacuate the planet in hopes of an escape, but to no avail, as the wave was unstoppable.
          The moon was hit first, the wave ripping through it as if it were made of a flimsy material, the explosion pushing what was left at that point towards the Earth itself. Within minutes, the largest chunk of the moon slammed into Earth, triggering enough of a cataclysm to destroy all life on the planet. There was no reprieve whatsoever, the energy wave hitting the little planet swiftly. The stress of the events were too much, and the mantle split into pieces, the core igniting and finally exploding into a massive fireball.
           There was no end to the amount of carnage that the wave was able to create, nor was there any force in the universe capable of bringing it to a halt. Hundreds of years earlier, there were warnings of a great realm collision that would destroy everything in the resulting catastrophe. No one thought it could happen and brushed off the warnings, until it was too late. 

Atzeria

           In the years since the conflict with Cybertron, the planet of Atzeria had been mostly quiet, it’s inhabitants now more focused on scientific research than conflict and war. Significant progress had been made in new technologies, with some being used to better society. But not even this was sufficient enough to help them sustain themselves and their world in the wake of what was to come.
           As most Atzerians were going about their routine business, they all began to notice the blackness of space above their world become brighter and brighter, more than their system’s sun. This was a phenomenon that none on the planet had experienced before. While they all stopped what they were doing to ponder what happened above, the ground suddenly began
to shake, and it became apparent this was no coincendence. While the planet’s current leadership talked amongst themselves and decided on a course of action, the new situation that they faced became considerably worse.
           The shaking became more violent, with large cracks opening up everywhere, buildings and beings both falling into the crevices. By the time the leaders made their decision, it was too late. With the energy wave now impacting the surface, the planet began to tear to pieces, with bits of rock and debris flying away from it only to be enveloped by the powerful assailant. It was all over and done with quickly, the rest of the planet destroyed within seconds of the initial hit. And just like that, another world had been snuffed out of the cosmos, the energy wave now having consumed most of the galaxy by this time with no system left intact.

 A Parallel Realm

            The last of the galaxy’s systems now consumed by the ever destructive energy wave, he felt relieved that the universe itself on that side of the portal was meeting it’s bitter end. Why it had been allowed to continue so long was beyond him for the time being, thinking instead on the clarity and balance that had been brought to the rest of the realms. 
           “And all it took was the total anhilation of the realm and everything in it.” he said aloud, closing the portal finally as there was now only nothingness on the other side. Using his dimensional powers, he closed the portal to that realm forever, now that nothing existed over there. He had warned others hundreds upon hundreds of years back that letting a parallel realm become so much like the main realm that there was bound to be a problem when other realms intersected and collided, and they all got lucky when the energy wave struck the parallel universe instead of theirs.
           He just stood there between dimensions, shaking his head. 
          ‘I remember when times were much simpler than this and my responsibilities were much less than what they are now.’                                               
          Skystorm occasionally pondered what life could have been like if he hadn’t become a demi-God millenia ago. 
         “Much simpler.” he said aloud, with a bit of a smirk on his face, optics glowing brightly. He was satisfied for the time being that any kind of further crisis had been averted. With the parallel realm destroyed, everything had gone back to normal, for now. He knew that at some point or another, there would be another disaster to take its place. 
         ‘Never fails.’ he thought to himself. 
          Focusing his thoughts before him, Skystorm opened a dimensional shift and disappeared suddenly, the shimmering energy forming a cloud of purple where he had stood before vanishing completely.

Overseer Realm

         “Didn’t I tell you to stop screwing with that dimension and all it’s subsequent realms??” asked Jengra, his tone angry, annoyed at that fact that he felt more like a babysitter than anything else these days to his much younger counterpart. While he was responsible for the learner’s training, he just wished that for once, he didn’t have to be the kid’s father at the same time. Shuffling back over to his station, he began to monitor another dimension for the time being. A few minutes later, the kid replied to him.
          “Master, I apologize. I will be more obedient from now on.” said Handon, some remorse in his voice. 
          Jengra said nothing for a moment, but kept his attention to his station when he finally did. 
         “Apology accepted. Now get back to your station and turn your attention to Dimension 021.” he said sternly. 
          Handon only nodded and turned his own attention to his station, getting back to his task quickly, not wanting to anger his master any further. After all, it was a pretty decent assignment.
          Jengra started to think about when he was much younger, like his learner, and his first day being trained as a Seer. It didn’t go as well as he had hoped it would, losing track of two dimensions. Needless to say, his own master at the time was not happy with him. But now, a millenia later, he was the master and training a young learner that would eventually take over for him. He decided not to fall into the same line, and give the learner a bit more leeway.
           Constantly yelling at the poor boy wasn’t good for anyone. Besides, he didn’t want to put too much pressure on Handon that might cause a disaster. Regardless how he viewed it, someone had to do this, as it had been for millions of years. It wasn’t always easy being a Seer, but that was the life he had chosen, as had his learner. Collecting his thoughts again, he turned his full attention back to his station, and began scanning through the different dimensions, looking for something out of the ordinary. Just then something caught his eye. 
           “Ah yes. Dimension 984 seems to be having some sort of issue.” his mumbling trailed off as he settled in to deal with it himself.



                                                           THE END

                     

